ROSS Version 2.16.5 Release Notes

This is a synopsis of the new and corrected functionality included in ROSS version 2.16.5. The primary objective for this release is to resolve some of the long-term defects affecting users. Known issues and workarounds are included.

Installation

Users will need to accept a new client update upon logging in after the deployment.

New or Changed Functionality

- Resource Organization Contact Improvements: For Non-VIPR resources, ROSS will allow editing of Vendor organization contact data from within the Web Status application. For VIPR resources, ROSS will not allow edits to contact data that has come into ROSS from the VIPR application, but will allow additional contact data to be added within the Web Status application.
- Increased Context-specific Reporting: ROSS now has the ability to export data from all grids to MS Excel. The user simply selects any cell in the grid, right clicks, and is presented the option to export the grid.

Reports Changes

- None

Additional Change Requests and Defects Fixed in this Version

- The Airport Clear Search button (on Airport Screen) was fixed to clear the search.
- The Location Type dropdown list on the Location Search was fixed so the Type values do not appear multiple times.
- The Airport screen was fixed to validate required fields when the user clicks a new row without clicking save.
- Various issues were fixed with prepositioned resources specific to releasing. Scenarios include:
  - Allowing the release to be canceled when the prepositioned resource was subsequently assigned to a Wildfire and the release had future demob dates.
  - Allowing a subsequent release to home when a Prepositioned resource is initially released to home and the release is canceled.
  - No longer receiving a Travel Overlap Error when a prepositioned resource is assigned to a wildfire incident, released to home with travel TBA, the release is canceled, the resource is reassigned to another Wildfire.
  - No longer receiving a Travel Overlap Error when a mob en route prepositioned resource is reassigned to a wildfire incident with no travel, then reassigned back to the preposition incident with no travel, and ultimately released from the preposition with no travel.
  - Keeping a resource prepositioned when the prepositioned resource is released to home, the release is canceled and the resource is subsequently reassigned.
- The IQS Interface was updated so a resource’s deactivation dates are cleared when IQS takes over the resource.
- The label on the Contract screen was fixed to say “Contracts” even if no contracts exist.
- When a Tier 3 organization moves to another GACC a fix was applied to ensure the change is applied to the organization’s Tier 4 affiliations.
- No longer allowing a dispatch that is not the Managing Dispatch of a Vendor to update the Vendor Rep’s Company.
- The following issues with reporting instructions were addressed:
  - Multi-edit will no longer allow Reporting Instructions to be edited for requests from multiple Incidents.
  - Reporting instructions can be cleared from the Edit Request screen.
- The counts on the Other Resources screen were fixed so that they are correctly updated when a resource is deleted by IQCS/IQS.
- Closing an Incident was fixed so it cannot be closed when it has requests that are open because the assignment demobilization dates are TBA.